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Swiss Art Awards 2014

Award ceremony and opening
June 16, 2014, 6 PM
Exhibition
June 17–22, 2014
Hall 4, Basel Convention Center (Messezentrum)
Hours : daily from 10 AM to 8 PM (Sun, until 7 PM)
Free admission
Program Swiss Art Awards 2014
Monday, June 16
6–7 PM : Award ceremony, in the presence of Federal
Councillor Alain Berset
7–10 PM : Opening
7:30–8:30 PM : Performance by Berta Koch
From 10 PM : Party at Volkshaus Basel with WTF &
Florent/M – organized by Swiss Art Awards, LISTE
Art Fair Basel and Collection Cahiers d‘Artistes

Web App
The app provides preliminary insights into the artists’
portfolios, information regarding the accompanying
program of the Swiss Art Awards as well as a floor plan of
the exhibition. It’s recommended for use on site, where
free wireless Internet access is available. Find the app for
smartphones and tablets at www.swissartawards.ch
For more information on the Swiss art competition go
to www.bak.admin.ch
For information regarding
the award policy of the Federal
Office for Culture
Danielle Nanchen
Director, Department of Cultural Work, Federal Office
of Culture, + 41 58 464 98 23, danielle.nanchen@bak.
admin.ch

For information regarding
the winners and the exhibition
Tuesday, June 17
“Swiss Art Awards 2014”
and Wednesday, June 18
Léa Fluck
12, 2, 4, 6, & 7 PM : Performance by Nicole Bachmann Art Promotion, Department of Cultural Work, Federal
Office of Culture, + 41 78 616 22 67, lea.fluck@bak.
Thursday, June 19
admin.ch
11:30 AM : Talk in collaboration with
Team
NERO : TRANSNATIONALITY
Panelists : Fabio Marco Pirovino,
Federal Office of Culture : Léa Fluck, Manuela
Claudia Comte, Egija Inzule, Fabian Schoeneich (tbc)
Schlumpf, Andrea Stulz · Technical support : Urs
Moderation: Valerio Mannucci &
Baumgartner, Sabrina Giger, Roger Klausen · ArchiLorenzo Micheli Gigotti
tecture : Vécsey Schmid Architekten & Victoria
Easton · Design : Ludovic Balland Typography Cabinet
Daily (Tuesday, June 17
& Siri Bachmann · Web Design : Gael Hugo, one more
until Sunday, June 22)
studio (Web App), Manuel Goller (Journal) · Journal :
BUREAU N, Jenni Schmitt, Anna Francke · Installa10–11:30 AM : Open Breakfast with
tion : with the generous support of Chiaravalle Malerstrong coffee and Zopf
10:30 AM and 7 PM : Public guided tours in collabora- atelier
tion with Hochschule für Gestaltung und Kunst FHNW
(Last tour Sunday 10:30 AM) Up to 15 participants per Press contact
group. Duration : 1 hour.
BUREAU N, Jenni Schmitt
10 AM–8 PM : Ongoing Performance Florence Jung
CH + 41 76 735 15 33
10 AM–8 PM : Ongoing Performance Marc Lee
DE + 49 17 632 15 97 48
Email : jennifer.schmitt@bureau-n.ch
Information
catalogue
Journal
Find out more about the participants of the Swiss Art A catalogue of the Swiss Art Awards 2014, presenting
Awards through interviews, projects and show announce- the winners and their work, will be published in the fall
ments, studio visits and “making-of” videos on the newly 2014 by the Swiss Office of Culture, and designed by
launched exhibition blog journal.swissartawards.ch.
Ludovic Balland Typography Cabinet (Basel).

Swiss Art Awards 2014

The winners of the Swiss Art Awards 2014 will be announced in Basel tonight, in the presence of Federal
Councillor Alain Berset. On this occasion, and in accordance with the recommendation of the Federal
Art Committee, the Federal Office of Culture (FOC)
awards 8 artists, 1 architecture collective and 1 art mediator. The exhibition “Swiss Art Awards 2014”, which
coincides with the Art Basel fair, presents the works of
the 10 winners, along with all other projects and positions that were selected in the second round.
The Swiss Art Award is open to artists and architects, as well as art and architecture curators and critics
residing in Switzerland. The competition is carried out
in two phases, whereby entrants submit their proposals to the committee in the first round. For this year’s
iteration of the award, which was initiated in 1899, the
Federal Art Committee has selected 46 proposals by
Swiss artists or artists living in Switzerland, as well as 4
proposals by architects, and 18 by curators and critics
from a total of 460 entries (submitted by 498 natural
persons). The selected proposals will be presented in
the public exhibition “Swiss Art Awards”. In the context of the exhibition, the jury evaluates the works and
selects the winners. Laureates receive an endowment
of 25,000 CHF.
Nadia Schneider Willen chairs the Federal Art Committee, and its members include Giovanni Carmine,
Julie Enckell Julliard, Jean-Luc Manz, Andreas Reuter,
Anselm Ignaz Stalder and Noah Stolz. Expert advisors this year are Mireille Adam Bonnet (architecture),
Raffael Dörig (digital art), Federica Martini (visual art),
Gabriela Mazza (architecture), and Julika Rudelius
(visual art).

In the past two decades, the exhibition accompanying the Swiss Art Awards has been an inseparable
part of the program of shows taking place during the
art fairs in June, and has established itself within this
international context. Organized by the Federal Office
of Culture, the exhibition allows a wide audience to
gain concentrated insights into contemporary art making and architecture projects in Switzerland. At the
same time, it enables local artists to present their work
to international art professionals. The opening of the
exhibition “Swiss Art Awards 2014” follows tonight’s
public award ceremony.
This edition of the award exhibition will also see,
for the first time, a collaboration between the architects Vécsey Schmidt and Victoria Easton on a specific
exhibition design: walls are installed diagonally, following the columns’ rhythm, hence counteracting the
hall’s strong orientation. The spatial quality remains
unchanged, yet the various artistic formats exhibited
will be presented in a more accommodating manner,
which allows for a better visitor orientation.

The Swiss Art Award 2014
goes to the following recipients :

ART

!MEDIENGRUPPE BITNIK Carmen Weisskopf
(1976 from BL, lives in Zurich) and Domagoj
Smoljo (1979 from SG, lives in Zurich)
“Delivery For Mr. Assange” was premiered online, in
real time. It is an installation work that renders visible
the delivery process of a real package from the sender
to its recipient, Wikileaks founder Assange, who has
sought diplomatic asylum in the Embassy of Ecuador
in London. !Mediengruppe Bitnik brilliantly bridges
online and offline, or virtual and IRL experiences in this
installation, which is an emerging topic to the media
art discourse. The collective, who refer to themselves
as hackers, thus manage to provide an exemplary solution to the central question of how to display a theme
through artistic means — especially when it concerns
such pressing current socio-political issues as transparency, basic right to privacy, and digital security.

Vanessa Billy (1978, from GE, lives in Zurich)
In her sculptural work, Vanessa Billy scrutinizes
themes surrounding the social and industrial exploitation of resources. The artist uses different everyday
materials and found objects such as vitamin pills or
batteries, but also traditional art materials such as
bronze, gesso and resin. In the installation-like presentation of her works, Billy aptly and successfully
reveals the complex and contradictory relationship
our society, which is driven by innovation and scientific research, has towards the environment.

Kim Seob Boninsegni (1974, from TI, lives in Genf)
Kim Seob Boninsegni’s ambitious work “Kids who eat
dirt are called kids. But when adults eat dirt, it’s called
geophagy” is a spatial installation that incorporates
sculptures, drawings, readymades and texts.
The work constitutes a complex system of references,
and is based on the legend of the kaolin rich “White
Dirt” stone found mostly in the American south, and
mined there. In a straightforward, nonchalant manner,
Boninsegni manages to convey a socio-economic phenomenon using original mythology, and thus touch on
relevant social questions.

Claudia Comte (1983, from VD, lives in Berlin)
In her work “Sharp Sharp II, or the Unexpected Blackanese” Claudia Comte combines established art traditions like painting, sculpture and museum display
elements into one comprehensive installation whose
disparate parts reference each other. The motif of the
mural for instance – a square – appears elsewhere as
a pattern cut out with a chainsaw from the surfaces
that define the space. These then create the effect of a
cabinet, and double as plinths for the sculptures. The
expansive installation evinces the artist’s precision in
working with space and compels through its playful
implementation and new interpretations of art historical vocabulary, and that of folklore.

Emilie Ding (1981, from FR, lives in Berlin)
“The Very Tone Of Things To Come / Ghost In A Hole”
by Emilie Ding is the first in a trilogy of installations
shown in disparate temporary sites, and which — in
this case – address the topos of an art fair. The viewer is
surrounded by wooden panels overlaid with concrete,
all resting on their sides. The force inherent to these
spatial conditions stands in stark contrast to the mystery of the signs covering the walls. These monumental
mythologies thus become a memorial for the very site
in which they linger. With her highly economical and
efficient handling of her resources, Ding reveals the
connections existing between architecture and the stories that reside in it, or that evolve from it.

Emanuel Rossetti (1987, from SG, lives in Basel)
The installation “Gallery Bells” by Emanuel Rossetti,
whose work draws on collaborations and collective
strategies, is as visually reserved as it is aurally pervasive. Several connected rings sound in what appears
to be a random sequence, in a reference to a 1950s
work by artist Atsuko Tanaka, while a text by artist
Georgia Sagri is mounted where usually, in art fairs,
the name of the exhibiting gallery would appear. The
work evokes a different, imaginary room and thus
probes the space’s function. This polarizing work compels through its versatility and the economical way
in which it challenges the categories and rules of the
art market.

Andreas Hochuli (1982, from AG, lives in Leipzig)
Andreas Hochuli’s pictures explore communal and individual questions of social coexistence, and navigate
the conflicting priorities of the analogue and the digital.
He manipulates his motifs digitally; with the simple
effects of common image processing programs he
complies and arranges them. However, he transfers his
compositions into paintings using excessively wrought
templates and taping techniques. The resulting distinct
pictures, into which he also often integrates texts, are
reminiscent of everyday ephemera and schematic representations. They leave a lasting impression and are a
confident argument for painting in the digital age.

Jules Spinatsch (1964, from GR, lives in Zurich)
The works of Jules Spinatsch pursue the historic traces of nuclear technology, which he explores with the
possibilities available to the medium of photography.
Through formal stylistic means, he successfully records
the industrial and social implications accompanying
this specific history. Using computer controlled serial
photography, the artist creates a kaleidoscopic image
that provides a unique view into the core of an atomic
reactor.

Architecture

Critics and curators

CKÖ (live and work in Zurich)
The accessible room-within-a-room installation, “The
White Cube”, is skillfully transformed into an inaccessible object. The slanted segment of the spatial construct
leans against a massive substructure and appears, in
contrast, light and provisional. The deep engagement
with materiality, construction, accessibility or even
functionality helps to render this object enthralling.

Emilie Bujès (1980 , from France and FR,
lives in Geneva)
Emilie Bujès is an art historian specializing in film and
video art – a focus which provides her with a unique
status as curator working in Switzerland. She developed exhibitions and video programs for the Centre
d’art contemporain Genève, the film festival Lausanne Underground (LUFF) or the project space Forde.
Through her work on the selection committees of different film festivals in Switzerland and internationally,
she contributes greatly to bringing visual art to the
world of the moving image. Her open and interdisciplinary approach enriches the visual art sector and the
people involved in it.

Statement of
Federal Councillor Alain Berset,
head of the Federal Department
of Home Affairs
Embargo : June 16, 2014, 6:15 PM
Coming to a decision on who merits a Swiss Art Award
demands intensive examination. The Federal Art Committee is thus tasked with differentiating between art
and artistic pose. They might ask : Is the artwork truly
original? One could also ask : Is the artist really arriving
at a decision?
Paradoxically, feeling mentally overwhelmed — which
is the feeling many are overcome with when confronting contemporary art — is the ideal starting point for
engaging with art. Therefore, I am pleased to say that
the winners produced works that surprise, confuse
and perhaps even unsettle.
For the artists, the award represents precisely the opposite of uncertainty : it’s a reassurance, a boost to
their self-assurance. The award is an important touchstone for their artistic production, and an honorary
distinction that will accompany them henceforth. It
is a guarantee for exposure, a motivation. Awards
are symbolic confirmations for the artistic value of
the work, and the winners have every expectation for
great things to come.

Participants in
the Swiss Art Awards 2014

In numbers
ARt (46)
For this year’s edition of the award, which was initiated !Mediengruppe Bitnik (Zurich), Nicole Bachmann
in 1899, the Federal Art Committee has selected 46 (Zurich), Stephane Barbier Bouvet (Lausanne/Brusdossiers by Swiss artists or artists living in Switzerland, sels), Seline Baumgartner (Zurich/New York) Pauline
as well as 4 dossiers by architects, and 18 by curators Beaudemont (Geneva), Vanessa Billy (Zurich), Alan
and critics from a total of 460 entries (submitted by 498 Bogana (Geneva/Rome), Kim Seob Boninsegni (Genatural persons).
neva), Manuel Burgener (Burgdorf), Claudia Comte
(Grancy/Berlin), collectif_fact (Geneva), Collective
The average age of participants is 37, with the young- Berta Koch (Zurich), Andrea Crociani (Powerstock/
est born in 1988 (Hannah Weinberger, category Bridport), Emilie Ding (Berlin), Christopher Füllemann
Art) and the oldest in 1924 (Werner Blaser, category (Oakland), Gaël Grivet (Vernier), Dagmar Heppner
architecture Mediation). The youngest award winner (Zurich), Jonas Hermenjat (Carouge), Dunja Her(Emanuel Rossetti, artist) was born in 1987, and the zog (Basel), Andreas Hochuli (Leipzig), Thomas Juoldest (Jules Spinatsch, artist) in 1964. The average age lier (Brig-Glis), Florence Jung (Bienne/Biel), Jan Kiefer
of laureates is 35.
(Basel), Dominique Koch (Basel), Nuri Koerfer (Zurich/
Berlin), Marc Lee (Eglisau), Raphael Linsi (Berlin),
Gender distribution among this year’s
Gabriela Löffel (Bern/Geneva), Luc Mattenberger (Geexhibitors is as follows: 43 % women, 57 % men.
neva), Guy Meldem (Apples), Kaspar Müller (Zurich),
In the category Art, 42 % of the participants
Alexandra Navratil (Zurich), Cat Tuong Nguyen (Zuare women, and 58 % are men.
rich), Nico Krebs & Taiyo Onorato (Berlin) Guillaume
In the category Architecture, 40 % women, 60 % men.
Pilet (Lausanne), Fabio Marco Pirovino (Basel/New
Curators and critics are 47 % women and 53 % men.
York) Jessica Pooch (Zurich), Marta Riniker-Radich
(Carouge), Emanuel Rossetti (Basel), Christian Schoch
The award winners are 50 % women and 50 % men.
(Basel), Karin Schuh (Zurich), Pascal Schwaighofer
(Zurich), Markus Schwander (Basel), Jules Spinatsch
The different linguistic regions are represented
(Zurich), Hannah Weinberger (Basel), Annina Matter/
in this year’s participants as follows:
Urs Zahn (Bern)
Art : 58 % DE, 38 % FR, 4 % IT.
Architecture : 80 % DE, 20 % FR.
Architecture (4)
Curators and critics : 79 % DE, 21 % FR.
CKÖ (Zurich), Hanna Kronstrand (Zurich), LLAC
In total : 65 % DE, 32 % FR, 3 % IT.
(Lausanne/Brussels), Sascha Roesler (Zurich)
Distribution among award winners is as follows :
50 % DE, 50 % FR.

Critics and curators (18)
Werner Blaser (Basel), Emilie Bujès (Geneva), Sigismond de Vajay (Vevey), Esther Eppstein (Zurich),
Aita Flury (Zurich), Heinrich Gartentor (Horrenbach),
Andri Gerber (Zurich), Jeanne Graff (Jouxtens), Urs
Küenzi (Berlin), Elise Lammer (Berlin), Quinn Latimer
(Basel), Hannes Mayer (Zurich), Michèle Novak
(Zurich), Nele Dechmann & Nicola Ruffo (Zurich),
Manuel Scheiwiller (Basel), Benjamin Sommerhalder
(Zurich), Boris Szélpal (Solothurn), Eveline Wüthrich
(Basel)
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Jury

The jury consists of 7 members of the Federal Art
Committee, appointed by the Federal Council,
as well as 5 invited experts. All members of the
committee as well as the art and architecture professionals evaluated the proposals submitted in
the first round, and selected the projects that entered into the second round. Now, in the second
round, the art works will be assessed and the winners chosen.
Federal Art Committee 2014
Nadia Schneider Willen is an independent curator
and Chairman of the Federal Art Committee since 2012.
Before becoming its Chairman, she was a member of
the committee for several years. She worked as, among
other things, conservator for modern and contemporary art at the Musée d’art et d’histoire, Genf, director
and curator at the Kunsthaus Glarus (2001–2007) and
dedicated herself in the 1990s as curator to the project
space Kombirama and the Kleines Helmhaus, Zurich.
She has curated numerous solo and group exhibitions
with Swiss artists as well as international artists. Nadia
Schneider Willen was born in 1971, she lives in Zurich.

Artist Jean-Luc Manz has been a member of the committee since 2007. He had his first exhibition in 1976,
in Galerie Rivolta in Lausanne, and exhibited in many
further shows ever since in Switzerland and internationally, for example, in Galerie Susanna Kulli, Zurich
and Galeria Skopia, Genf. Born in 1952 in Neuchâtel,
he’s a professor at the Haute École d’Art et de Design
in Genf.
Swiss architect Andreas Reuter has been a member of
the committee since 2012, and before that, he served
as one of the ‘expert advisors’ in the competition in
the category Architecture. Reuter was born in 1964
in Mainz (D) and graduated from the ETH, Zurich in
1991. He then worked for various architects in Zurich,
Basel and Berlin, including Herzog & Meuron, among
others. In 1997 he founded, together with Dominique
Salathé, the award-winning architecture office “Sabarchitekten”. Andreas Reuter lives in Basel.

Artist Anselm Stalder has been a member of the committee since 2012. He works and lives in Basel. Since
1980, his oeuvre has centered on questions regarding
the possibility of representation, exhibition as medium,
Giovanni Carmine has been a member of the com- stretching of language, and periphery as setting. His
mittee since 2013, and the director of the Kunst Halle treatment of these inquiries is carried out in a wide
Sankt Gallen since 2007. Previous to that, he worked range of mediums, and is committed to mental proas independent curator and art critic. Carmine curated cesses rather than to stylistic decisions. Anselm Stalder
the Swiss Pavilion at the 55th Venice Biennale, in 2013. teaches at the Fine Art department at the Hochschule
He was the artistic coordinator of the exhibition ILLU- der Künste, Bern.
MInations at the 54th Venice Biennale in 2011, and coeditor of the biennial’s catalogue. His 2002 exhibition Noah Stolz has been a member of the committee since
Unloaded took place inside Swiss military bunkers. 2009. He is an independent curator, producer and critic.
Giovanni Carmine lives in St. Gallen and Zurich. He His texts have been published in Mousse Magazine,
was born in 1975 in Bellinzona, in the Italian-speaking Kaleidoscope and Kunstbulletin, to name a few. In
2004, he founded La Rada, an independent space for
Switzerland.
contemporary art in Locarno, and has been responsible
Julie Enckell Julliard has been a member of the com- for its program ever since. Noah Stolz currently works
mittee since 2013. She is currently the director of the for the project Stella Maris, a platform for production
Musée Jenisch in Vevey. She has curated numerous ex- and distribution, initiated and realized in collaborahibitions with established artists as well as newcomers in tion with different Swiss and international institutions.
Switzerland and in international galleries. As an art and
culture writer, she specializes in contemporary works on Expert Advisors
paper by, among others, Alain Huck, Silvia Buonvicini Mireille Adam Bonnet (architecture)
and Denis Savary. She has published texts on the art- Raffael Dörig (digital art)
ist Pierrette Bloch and the sound artist Rudy Decelière. Federica Martini (visual art)
Gabriela Mazza (architecture)
Julie Enckell Julliard was born in 1974 in Lausanne.
Julika Rudelius (visual art)

Past laureates (selection)

Markus Raetz 1963, 1965
Niele Toroni 1964, 1966
Helmut Federle 1969, 1972, 1981
Franz Gertsch 1971
Adrian Schiess 1981, 1985, 1988
Silvia Bächli 1982, 1984 / Prix Meret Oppenheim 2003
Christian Marclay 1988
Pipilotti Rist 1991, 1993 / Prix Meret Oppenheim 2014
Ugo Rondinone 1991, 1994, 1995
Sylvie Fleury 1992, 1993, 1994
Urs Fischer 1993, 1994
Christoph Büchel 1993, 1997, 1998
Fabrice Gygi 1996, 1997, 1998
Teresa Hubbard / Alexander Birchler 1997, 1999
Olaf Breuning 1998, 1999, 2000
Ingrid Wildi 1999, 2000, 2001
Lutz & Guggisberg 1999, 2001, 2002
Victorine Müller 2000
Valentin Carron 2000, 2001
Yves Netzhammer 2000, 2002, 2006
Vittorio Santoro 2001
Shahryar Nashat 2001, 2002, 2003
Marc Bauer 2001, 2005, 2006
Andro Wekua 2003
Mario Sala 2003, 2005
Philippe Decrauzat 2004
Shirana Shahbazi 2004, 2005
Mai-Thu Perret 2004, 2006
Gianni Motti Prix Meret Oppenheim 2005
Miriam Cahn Prix Meret Oppenheim 2005
Vaclav Pozarek Prix Meret Oppenheim 2005
Elodie Pong 2006
Stefan Burger 2008, 2009
Uriel Orlow 2008, 2009, 2012
Pamela Rosenkranz 2008, 2010
Kilian Rüthemann 2009
Fabian Marti 2010

Swiss Art Awards Timeline

1896	Hans Auer, member of the Confederate
Art committee suggests there be “an
amount allocated for travel grants and
scholarships for artists who have proven
their unique proficiency and maturity.”
He justified his suggestion, stating “that
the average level of Swiss art in general
undeniably lags far behind that of other
countries that have long enjoyed the benefits of systematic endowment for the arts
for centuries.”
1899	First confederate art grant is awarded to a
Swiss artist
1944	First public exhibition of works by grant
receivers, in the Kunstmuseum Bern
1945–62	Exhibition of works by participants at the
Kunsthalle Bern
1963 	First official and public opening at the
Kunsthalle Bern
1967	Exhibition at Basel Convention Center
(cf. founding of Art Basel 1970)
1970–71 Exhibition at Helmhaus Zürich
1972–78	Exhibition at Expo Beaulieu and Mudac
Musée des Arts Décoratifs, Lausanne
1979	Due to increase in number of entries
(1978 : 700) the two rounds of selection
are introduced : from now on the exhibition only includes works by participants
who have entered the second round
1979–80 Exhibition at Artecasa, Lugano
1981–83 Exhibition at Kongresshaus Montreux
1984
Exhibition at Aargauer Kunsthaus, Aarau
1985
Exhibition at Artecasa, Lugano
1986
Exhibition at Aargauer Kunsthaus, Aarau
1987–88 Exhibition at Kongresshaus Montreux
1989	Exhibition at Kongresshaus Montreux
Kunstmuseum Luzern
1990
Exhibition at Kunsthaus Zug
1991
Exhibition at Kunstmuseum Solothurn
1992
Exhibition at Kunstmuseum St. Gallen
1993
Exhibition CentrePasquArt, Biel
since 1994	Exhibition of participants in the second
round during Art Basel, at the convention center

